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Happy New Year to all Our Members.
 
New Year Drinks
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Thank you to our amazing Corporate members who made sure the evening
carried on well into the night! 
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The evening was a great success and we're already planning the Summer Social. 
Keep September 9th free for another extravaganza! 

 
We have our AGM in a few weeks. Nominations for Board members are now open.
Eligible members have been sent an email explaining the process of nomination and
voting. If you haven't received yours, please get in touch. 

Trade Secrets: Back Stage Tour: Encounter 
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Join Gareth Fry, Pete Malkin and the sound team of The Encounter at the Barbican
Theatre on April 28th for what promises to be an incredible back stage tour. Spaces
are extremely limited, so don't delay your registration. Find out more via the events
page of the website. 

 

Hardware, software & sounds news
Mini Rig 
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An even more mini mini rig is now available, with even better battery life! Check out
all the sizes on their website. 

Quiz Tones App 

 
Test yourself and improve your recognition of different frequencies, this handy app is
40% off for a limited time, making it $4.99 in the App Store, it's also available for
Android, check out the website here. 

Turbine SFX 
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This fun plugin from Boom library allows you to manipulate the sound of several
engines, adapting the parameters in real time. As it's a plugin, you can also use it
within Abelton or QLab for live SFX manipulation, find out more here. 

 

Interesting reading
The Agent of Change Bill has received the backing of MPs this week. The bill means
that developers of new buildings will be required to address noise issues, rather than
laying responsibility for noise abatement solely at the door of music venues and
churches. This article explains more. 

This article explores the changes that the Audio world has gone through and looks to
the future of listening in 2018 

This letter to the Editor from David Collison caught our eye on page 11 of the LSi
Magazine this Month. You'll need to subscribe to read it online, but it's worth it to
read this interesting insight into the design of the National Theatre from a sound
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point of view. 
 

ASD Benefits
Save 5% on your tailor made travel dreams 

 
ASD Benefits have teamed up with Inspire, an ABTA, ATOL and IATA licensed
business which acts as both a travel agency and tour operator for customers. With
access to the best rates in the industry, the Inspire team of experts craft tailored
packages for every customer*. 
Log into your ASD account and follow the links to the ASD Benefits micro-site to find
out more. 

*Terms and conditions apply. See website for details. Offers subject to change without notice. Prices apply

to new bookings only and are subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.

Prices include fuel supplements, APD & APC charges. Transfer fees may apply. Offers based on standard

rooms. Inspire reserve the right to amend prices and details. Full balance payable if booked within 10

weeks of departure. ASD Benefits is managed on behalf of ASD by Parliament Hill Ltd.
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